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About This Game

SPLASH BLAST PANIC is a multiplayer competitive party game where you must shoot, ram, dodge and overall bully your
opponents outside the screen with a variety of watergun-based weaponry. Inspired by old arcade titles as well as newer

competitive party games, ruin all your friendships in a variety of stages.

Features

Up to 4 player multiplayer, in various forms of free for all or team-based matches, with a lot of control over match
options for your personal liking!

A bunch of different levels, each presenting their own little challenges to overcome while still trying to get your
opponents outside the ring. With the addition of a big selection of offensive and defensive items so you can baffle your
adversary at the last second and then bother them about it for the rest of the evening.

A heart pounding soundtrack composed by Mitch Gasser and an insane sound landscape by Julien Mathey

Arcade mode singleplayer, for more stages and characters unlocks as well as other little secrets. And also to master your
skills in your free time so you can become "that guy".
Colourful hand-drawn graphics mixed with an old arcadey feel, accessible for both newcoming players and with little
intricacies for more advanced and skilled gamers.
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Title: SPLASH BLAST PANIC
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Team KwaKwa
Publisher:
Digital Smash
Release Date: 28 Aug, 2018
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I love this game!
i play with my friends and we always have a good time, even when were raging :)
9/10
needs to get out of Early Access
Needs workshop and/or more maps :). Well... this is quite short Visual Novel. Plot seems to be good... and it's completely free.
If You are fan of Visual Novels do not hesitate.... Wheel support is severly lacking, creating a 180 degree deadzone when using
900 degrees of rotation. This game is more of a simulator than their earlier games, but not as enjoyable as it's much more
difficult to get into.. This game is hard only because of the controls. clicking just to get out of aim down sight is a horrible game
mechanic.. Game keeps calling me a son of a ♥♥♥♥♥ 10/10 would play again. WoW! yep, not like the 1st one, type Contra or
what ever, cause now it has more of an RPG element so yeah, it's that much better. So far so good =). \udb40\udc21. UniBall is
a great game. It has a diverse and unique community which has supported the game throughout its highs and lows, and NickW
has shown clarity and determination to ensure this game continuously develops. From this, I believe the transition to Steam will
rightfully bring UniBall into the spotlight, and thus giving the game the popularity it deserves.. DONT BUY THE GAME! Menu
constantly crashes because it fails to reach nexuiz online servers. Only way to get it working is by disabling the games outbound
connections with windows firewall. Then you cant play online or LAN...which is the entire point of this game.
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best godzilla knockoff ever. An enjoyable puzzle game with replayability. It will take me a good while to do each puzzle in the
timed mode.. A little hard, Devs, take the time limit off. I don't know what to think about this yet, but I do wanna see this
succeed.. It's bean a while since I've had a mouthful of fun poured onto me like this.

5\/7 perfect game
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